User Interface (UI) prototyping is a necessary step in the early stages of application development. Transforming sketches of a Graphical User Interface (UI) into a coded UI application is an uninspired but time-consuming task performed by a UI designer. An automated system that can replace human efforts for straightforward implementation of UI designs will greatly speed up this procedure. The works that propose such a system primarily focus on using UI wireframes as input rather than hand-drawn sketches. In this paper, we put forward a novel approach wherein we employ a Deep Neural Network that is trained on our custom database of such sketches to detect UI elements in the input sketch. Detection of objects in sketches is a peculiar visual recognition task that requires a specific solution that our deep neural network model attempts to provide. The output from the network is a platform-independent UI representation object. The UI representation object is a dictionary of key-value pairs to represent the UI elements recognized along with their properties. This is further consumed by our UI parser which creates code for different platforms. The intrinsic platform-independence allows the model to create a UI prototype for multiple platforms with single training. This two-step approach without the need for two trained models improves over other methods giving time-efficient results (average time: 129 ms) with good accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
User Interface is the part of an application that defines how a user interacts with the application and enables them to operate the application's capabilities. For easily communicating their ideas or views with the stakeholders, developers and designers have adopted sketching as a medium. Designing UI [1] involves the rapid implementation of UI Sketches as prototypes meant for review. A lot of time is invested by developers to build a prototype for getting a review from stakeholders. The code of the prototype is discarded after this step and the application is built following standard steps of application development. These sketches are then transformed into coded UIs by developers. This is a time-consuming process which prevents them from working on unique features of the application or website.
Generation of code from sketches using machine learning techniques is a relatively new field of research. Understanding Sketches in the form of images by a machine is a problem of Computer Vision since it involves a machine making deductions from sketches, understanding them and extracting logical information from them. Eyiokur et. al. [2] highlighted this problem and showcased how various combination of methods are required to get good accuracy.
Computer Vision has made unprecedented progress since its beginning. Early research studies in the field of Computer vision were focused on Computer-Aided Design (CAD) as an input [3] [4] . CAD systems produced exceptional results in architectural images manipulation [5] [6] . Lately, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have been immensely popular with the introduction of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Object detection in images has been the staple problem in computer vision and CNNs [7] have emerged as an optimal solution. Szegedy et. al. [8] exhibited that DNNs can be applied to object detection as well as localizing the objects of various categories precisely. The results showed that simple formulation could yield strong results when used with a 'multi-scale course-to-fine procedure'.
Wang et. al. [9] used the Convolutional Neural Network for image classification instead of just feature extraction. The image classification task was conducted on ImageNet dataset [10] and they could further use that system for designing a tracking system. The results showcased how source image when processed through the multilevel convolutional system can help characterize from a different perspective. Chao Ma et. al. [11] showcased how multiple convolutional layers can be exploited to improve visual tracking. The hierarchical features of convolutional layers can be exploited to represent the original object. Erhan et. al. [12] proposed a saliency-inspired [13] neural network that could predict class-agnostic bounding box and assign a score to each box which corresponds to the probability of them containing any useful object in them.
Object detection with real-life images has been the prime focus of the majority of the research effort. The models so developed are highly efficient and competent at their job but not so in case the image is a hand made sketch. We've studied various models and looked at how their structure and methodology could or could not be useful for our use case.
Fast R-CNN (Fast Region Based Convolutional Neural Network), proposed by Girshick [14] , is an Object detector that outperformed previously proposed methods of region detection like R-CNN and SPPnets (Spatial pyramid pooling networks) at both speed and reliability.
Fast R-CNN computes bounding boxes to objects in the image and then runs a classifier on those boxes. The post-processing after classification refines the bounding boxes, eliminates duplicate detection and relocates the boxes. This procedure is slow and hard to optimize as every component needs to be trained separately. This makes Fast R-CNN unsuitable for sketches classification.
In the paper titled Focal Loss for object detection, Tsung-Yi Lin et. al. [15] presented a novel approach to object detection using one-stage detectors that surpassed the accuracy of the prevalent two-stage detection methods. The groundbreaking accuracy rivalling that of two-stage detectors while being faster was made possible due to what the research team called Focal Loss. The focal loss approach allows training to be focused on a sparse set of difficult examples and removes the set of negatives which may submerge the detector during training.
YOLO [16] , [17] (You Only Look Once) was also tested in object detection. YOLO functions similarly to a Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCNN). The architecture splits the input image into a square grid and for each element in the grid, 2 bounding boxes are generated. These bounding boxes are greater than the grid itself and hence consumes more time in processing and training. YOLO learns a generalized representation of objects and it works better in object detection of not so close objects than other methods like R-CNN [18] by a good margin. Although YOLO appeared to be a better fit for our model, its practical results were not at par with those of RetinaNet.
Dean et. al. [19] exploit locality-sensitive hashing with a definite number of hash-table probes which can filter responses in the time-independent if the size of the filter bank.
Also, there have been several works published under Automatic Code generation. Based on deep learning, these methods use different neural networks for code generation.
DeepCoder [20] which presented an approach that utilizes deep neural networks to make predictions about properties of the program that derives outputs from the inputs. DeepCoder was shown to be able to solve simpler problems among competitive programming problem sets and useful as an augmentation for search techniques including enumerative search and Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) based solver. However, most of the methods in DeepCoder are based on Domain Specific Language (DSL) which limits the complexity of the language to be generated and thus narrowing its scope.
The closest related work of generating code from an image was proposed by Beltramelli [21] , a deep learning model that can convert Graphical Screen-shots to code for web, Android and iOS platforms. He compared the task of generating code from a screen-shot to writing a textual description of a scene. His model first described the elements found on screen-shot like buttons, text-bars, labels etc. and then tried to generate a code which is syntactically and semantically correct. This was achieved with the help of CNN, CNN performed an unsupervised feature learning by mapping an input image to a definite size vector. Despite having similar two-step approach adopted in our work, pix2code is dependent on platform based training for the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model that it uses in the second step which means it requires retraining for each platform. This separate training also increases the overall time for converting the input into a coded UI application.
As another unique approach to the same problem tackled by pix2code, Nguyen et. al. introduced REMAUI [22] which implements the user interface for a mobile application in Android and the iOS environment from screen-shots. Unlike pix2code, REMAUI relies on Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [23] coupled with domain heuristics and computer vision techniques such as Cannys algorithm [24] and edge dilation [25] for detecting text and edges with considerable accuracy from the input. It finally merges the extracted information and exports it as an application. This approach, while achieving a high pixel similarity between the output application and the original screenshot input, fails to produce code that is similar to how a human developer would implement the UI. Thus, the code produced is not easily understandable and hence difficult for developers to modify or alter it further.
In this paper, a novel approach is proposed through which the prototyping process can be automated to save time on developing UI prototypes. Using this approach, the application components can be developed from its sketches. The system can take picture of a sketch and convert it into its corresponding UI. For this, neural networks are employed and the model is trained on a specially prepared dataset of images of UI sketches. The model identifies the application components and represents it as a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) structure which is then parsed by a UI parser to create platform specific code. The UI parser can be utilized on any platform and the code will be produced for that platform.
Our first contribution towards making UI prototyping instantaneous, Sketch2Code consists of a Convolutional Neural Network [26] that takes the image of a hand-drawn sketch on a plain white surface and creates an Object representation of the UI which is read by the UI parser to generate code for targeted platforms. Our work has the capability to generate UI code for various platforms (i.e., HTML/Web, Android and iOS natives). To enable this, the neural network outputs combined with post-processing produces a UI representation object that is parsed in the next step to produce code for different platforms. The final system supports real-time discussion with automated live reloading as well as a representational UI application with adjustment by human developers and source code deployment.
Rest of this paper is organized in sections below in the following manner. The methodology of the system, Sketch2Code has been discussed in Section II. Distinct subsections explain the UI detection neural network, the post-processing algorithms and the UI parser. Section III deals with the experimental results with a test dataset and presents an analysis of the performance of the model. Section IV concludes the work done in this paper. Figure 1 summarizes the organization of the paper. The task of generating the corresponding programmed User Interface from a Sketch can be compared to the task of understanding the objects in the image and applying meaningful explanations to them. To do this, the work has been divided into three sub-problems. First sub-problem is a computer vision problem to recognize the objects in images. These objects present are core elements or components of a UI. The object classifier produces bounding boxes with assigned classes for regions where it identifies the objects i.e. UI elements. In certain cases, these bounding boxes overlap each other. This overlapping and how to deal with them constitutes the second subproblem. The final sub-problem is to create a working prototype application by implementing the UI components identified by computer vision model. Figure 2 represents a schematic overview of the process.
A. UI Detection network
For the first sub-problem, to understand the context of the elements present in the image, we have employed a deep neural network based object classifier by mapping the input image with a set of classes and generating bounding boxes for the regions where they are present in the image. This mapping allows the training to be done independently of any language or platform restriction. In this way, we have simplified our approach and eliminated the need for Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [27] layers and DSL.
1) Input: The dataset for the input is aimed at creating several instances of sketches of fundamental components in user interfaces. These sketches are drawn by different individuals by following conventions of user interface sketching. The end result is a collection of sketches containing specimens of the 10 most used classes of UI components. On surveying many websites and UI of various applications in domains of the web, Android and iOS, we found that these are the most used classes and hence we trained our model on these classes. The sample of these classes is shown in Figure 3 .
These input images can be of any dimensions and are resized to a specific size before being fed into the input layer of the neural network. In our experiments (detailed in a later section) the images are resized until the lesser and larger of the two sides of the image is equal to 800 and 1333 pixels respectively. An input image is a sketch consisting of one or more classes on a white background.
2) Neural Network: Our network is built upon the RetinaNet Object detection architecture as it is a fast, timeefficient method for Single Stage Detection (SSD). The network uses the 50-layer variant of ResNet blocks. Larger ResNet variants were not used as they increased the complexity of the model without enhancing performance. This can be attributed to a limited number of classes and training examples which means larger models merely added redundant parameters.
RetinaNet detector improves in accuracy over other detection models due to its novel loss function which is called focal loss. The focal loss is used to make the training concentrated on difficult to classify examples. We make use of Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [28] in the architecture to obtain multiple scale information and achieve classification and box regression in one stage.
The complete architecture of the neural network is described in Figure 4 . ResNet: The neural network utilizes 50 layer variants of ResNet blocks trained on ImageNet dataset. The ResNet layers are used for residual training and perform transfer learning pertaining to our input dataset consisting of ten classes. Due to the fewer number of classes, other variants consisting of a higher number of ResNet layers were not useful. Feature Pyramid Network: The network also consists of Feature Pyramid Network for multi-scale feature maps that contain better quality information than the regular feature pyramid for object detection. FPN uses a bottomup and a top-down pathway along with lateral connection with 1 X 1 convolution filter. The bottom-up pathway is constructed by decreasing the spatial resolution while the semantic value goes up. The top-down pathway is constructed by utilizing the higher semantic features and imbibing them in higher resolution layer. The lateral connections between the top-down reconstructed layer and feature map are needed to predict the location better since the downsampling and upsampling affects the precision of object detection. 
where α ∈ {0, 1} is weighting factor, Introduction of focal loss instead of a conventional cross entropy function is done to make the function more sensitive to hard to classify examples. This approach makes training more efficient since the balanced cross entropy function misses the differentiation between easy and hard examples. Given below is the form of focal loss function used in the experiments (equation 3).
where (1 − x t ) γ is modulating factor, and γ ≥ 0 is tunable focussing factor.
We have used the α-balanced from since it performs better than the non-α-balanced version of the focal loss function.
3) Output: The output from the network is a list of coordinate sets for bounding boxes surrounding the UI elements on the sketch with class predictions for them. The output from the network has been represented by drawing the bounding boxes on the original image and shown in Figure 5 . 
B. Overlapping Resolution
The object detection model is trained to detect and assign classes to regions where a UI component is recognized. It provides a confidence score for each box with an assigned class for the UI component contained in the box. Sometimes these boxes with different classes may overlap each other with varying degrees. This is the second sub-problem we need to resolve. This overlapping of different classified boxes can be the result of two types of situations:
Two components in close proximity 2. A component recognized as two different components
The first case happens often with components which generally appear together and close to each other. For example, a button and a text-box in a UI containing a web form. Testing and analysis of such instances revealed that these cases are often representative of more than just closeness of the components. These are often cases of certain groups of elements that appear together which are either tied to each other through some properties or make a composite UI element. Continuing with the button and text-box example, these components when appearing close to each imply that the button is tied to that text-box as part of the same form. In terms of user experience, the behaviour is represented in form validation which means that the button is disabled (greyed-out) when the validation on text-box fails.
The latter case is a false positive by our object detection model. In the absence of a human understanding of UI elements, it misreads, for example, a check-box with a title as a check-box and a label. This is exemplified by the output in Figure 5 . This kind of overlap is quite large and signifies that only one of these multiple classes should be retained. Thus, it needs a filtering algorithm to adjudge the correct class based on the current classes assigned to roughly the same region.
Investigating these cases in juxtaposition, we postulated that an overlap of less than 50% means that the case belongs to the first category and if it is 50% or above then it belongs to the second category.
Following equation calculates the area of the overlapping area.
Here O a calculates the area of the overlapped region using B 1 and B 2 , the bounding boxes for the overlapped components. Here, d x is the overlapping length of the boxes along the x-axis and similarly, d y is along the y-axis.
To handle the first case, we've developed an algorithm (see algorithm 1) that takes in the overlapping box's class type and a dictionary identifying components that are likely to be interrelated through properties or parent components. If any such interaction is possible, it represents that in the UI representation through properties of the components or through parent components containing the components with overlapping boxes as its children.
Algorithm 1 Overlapping Classes Filtering Algorithm
a ← type(ele1) 3: b ← type(ele2) 4: if matchConf lict(ele1, ele2) then 5: if priority(a) < priority(b) then 6: return ele1 Element 1 will be kept 7:
return ele2 Element 2 will be kept
The whole process has been summarized in Figure 6 . 
C. UI Parser
On being given an image containing a sketch of UI components on the white surface, the trained model will give an output representation of what it recognizes in the image. This representation will be used by the UI parser to create the resulting application. The UI representation structure is an object containing the types of the identified components of UI and their properties.
A web UI application is rendered when the browser loads its Document Object Model (DOM) in its memory. Many frameworks use the concept of Virtual DOMs to manage modification to the UI based on user input that reflects on the browser when the Virtual DOM is synced with the "real" DOM. The object notation used for UI representation is not much different from that of virtual DOM. Furthermore, if the application being built utilizes a virtual DOM, the object notation used for UI representation resembles the initial structure of virtual DOM thus such frameworks can make use of UI representation object generated by the model in building UI. However, the resulting application could be built using any technology stack, it maybe any type of UI application -a browser single page application (SPA), a traditional web page or a mobile application. The presented work can facilitate the creation of UI components of an application using any technology stack and targeted for any platform. The UI representation object generated by the model only needs to be read by a parser supporting creation of UI components for the targeted platform and technology framework.
The UI parser is the final step where the UI elements present in the UI representation object are transformed into the coded application which can be executed on the target platform. For this work, we deployed a UI parser based on react UI library consuming a NodeJS server, a WebSocket [29] connection between the client and the server. The generated file is an HTML document containing the UI components which can be run on any browser.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The dataset we have prepared is aimed at creating a collection of fundamental building boxes of a user interface. This is done by creating images consisting of 10 different classes of UI components. These classes are Checkbox, Textbox, Button, Label, Radio Buttons, Heading, Combobox, Link, Image and Paragraph.
The sketch images are of varying dimensions which are re-sized during pre-processing of the dataset. A collection of 149 sketches, containing 2001 samples of elements, is used for the training process. A summarized view of the collection of the dataset is represented in Figure 7 . One of the key features of the dataset is the inclusion of images with varying levels of lighting. This allows the network to adjust to these lighting conditions, shadow effects and high saturation regions in images. This diversity in dataset simulates real-life situations in which a user may take an image. The overall effect is that the efficiency in handling various cases is improved. For instance, in Figure 8 , (a), (b), (c) and (d) show different lighting conditions and background that have been considered for preparing the dataset.
A. Pre-Processing
The CNN model is provided with two different comma-separated value (CSV) files: the first one is for annotations, and the second one is for mapping classes with an Integer Identifier (ID). The annotation file contains six different values: file-location, x-min, y-min, x-max, y-max, class; where x-min, y-min, x-max, and y-max are dimensions of the bounding box of the annotated UI element in a particular image. This file contains a separate record for each UI element in the image. The classes file contains a list which maps an integer to classes present in annotations file. The network is fed with integer values of the classes for training and prediction. Before training, the network is fed with Resnet50 [30] weights which are trained on ImageNet [31] dataset. Thereafter, the training starts as the training dataset is passed to the network.
Training process has been done to 50 epochs with each epoch consisting of 1000 batches of components in training images. A total of 10 classes and a separate class as the background has been trained, where the white background has been taken for all images. These sketches are drawn both on paper and whiteboard. The training set has been illustrated in Figure 9 . Test set:
The developed model has been tested using 50 distinct sketches (apart from the ones used for training) consisting of different components combinations. The number of instances of each class in the test set has been shown in Table I .
C. Analysis
The inference time of our CNN model is shown in Figure. 10. This graph shows the inference time for finding elements from a sketch image. The inference time increases as the number of elements in a page increases. Moreover, these results are obtained by training only 2001 components drawn on 149 images. We were able to get this remarkable result despite a relatively small training dataset. Figure 10 and further analysis suggests that improved performance and higher gains can be achieved if training dataset is increased by adding and labelling more examples of elements drawn by different people. Fig. 10 : Performance of the model Two different conditions, bright-light and low-light, were used to prepare the test set. The graph in Fig 10 represents the inference time for finding elements from the sketches with shadow as a major factor. In the case of images taken at low-light conditions, pixels are darker, thereby increasing the inference time for identifying elements. This is mainly due to difficulties in identifying the background class and to distinguish it from other classes. On the other hand, bright-light condition causes shadow regions when there is an obstruction in light's path as well as over-saturation on reflective backgrounds. Shadow causes the region to behave similarly to low light conditions and increases the inference time. Over-saturation makes the inference difficult resulting in inaccuracies.
1) Ablative Analysis: We performed inference through the network on a set of images with diverse light conditions as shown in Figure 8 . The images in this set are re-sized to the same dimensions and are fed into the network and results are analyzed to see how lighting contributes to it. Table II shows that the maximum time is taken in case (b) which is a standard case with shadow is present over the elements in the image. This illustrates that a shadow directly affects the inference time for the model. Also, in the case of (a) which is an image with very low light, the inference time may be small but the prediction is 2) GPU Analysis: The results in Figure 10 are generated on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6GB GPU with cuDNN (CUDA Deep Neural Network Library) acceleration. The processor used is Intel i5 2500K and Ubuntu 18.04 operating system. The inference time for any specific image is recorded by excluding the time to load the image into the memory.
D. Outputs
To initiate the conversion of a sketch into corresponding coded UI, an image of UI sketch is passed to the trained network. Our network identifies the objects as elements of UI in the image and provides the bounding boxes with classes on them. These bounding boxes with classes are then passed to Overlapping detection procedures as described in section II-B and then the UI representation object is created. In the end, this representation is passed to UI parser as explained in section II-C. Figure 11 shows the three-step process of conversion of an image into the final coded UI. Initially, a sketch as an image is fed into the application which is then converted into UI representation object. This is a Document Object Model (DOM) based JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) which is then used for the final production of the UI. The model is responsible for generating this UI representation object. Thereafter, any UI parser can be used to generate platform specific UI. In our experiment, we have built a React (a JavaScript UI library) based parser to convert the UI representation into the final prototype application.
IV. CONCLUSION
The presented work, Sketch2Code, demonstrates that we can train a neural network to identify UI elements in hand-drawn sketches. Performance, which is affected by the training set, can be improved by providing more labelled examples of sketches. While analyzing, we evaluated the model on a set of diverse images. The model learns about the shape of the UI components, and after fixing overlapped components, it gives a final UI representation object allowing the UI parser to create platform specific UI. 
